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Abstract. Dominoes over a free monoid and operations on them are introduced. Related algebraic 
systems and their applications to decidability problems about morphisms on free monoilds are 
studied. A new simple algorithm for testing DOL sequence equivalence is presented. 
1. Introduction 
Decidability and other problems concerning morphisms on free monoids have 
been extensively studied recently, see survey [2]. Here we introduce the notion of 
a domino which seems to be a very useful tool in this area. It is motivated mainly 
by the problem of testing the (string by string) equivalence of two morphisms on 
a given set of words [4]. A number of other problems reduces to such a test, for 
example, the IDOL sequence equivalence pbroblem [3] or equivalence problem for 
various types of transducers [l]. 
Intuitively, for any strings u, v in C* we will call the construct 
U 
V 
a domino over Z*, providing that the overlapping portions of u and v are identical. 
For a precise definition see Section 3. The strings u and v are called the components 
of the domino. They might not overlap at all or they might overlap completely as 
in the following example, which indicates, the application of dominoes to testing 
of equality of morphisms on certain strings. 
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When two morphisms g and h on C* are equal on a string IV in Z*, i.e. when 
g(w) = h (w ), they might not agree on substrings of w. Consider morrAisms g and 
/r on {a, h)” given by 
g(a)=c, g(b) = dcdcdcd, h(a) =: c4cdc and h(b) = d. 
We have g(ababa) = h(ababa) but g and h differ on every substring of ababa. 
Here one of the dominoes with components g(ababa) and h(ababa) is 
cdcdcdcdcdcdcdcdc 
cdcdcdcdcdcdcdcdc 
Such domino is tailed an equal domino. However, any decomposition of the string 
ababa in substrings yields a decomposition of the above domino into nonequal 
dominoes, for example the decomposition of ababa into single letters yields 
dominoes: 
We notice that there are three distinct dominoes with the same components g(a) 
and h(a) and two distinct dominoes with components g(b) and h(b). 
In the following two sections we formally introduce the notion of a domino, 
some operations on dominoes and corresponding algebraic systems. We will study 
their properties and also some problems concerning sets of dominoes. 
In the last section we present a domino algorithm for testing DOL sequence 
equivalence. It is far the simplest such algorithm known to us. However, it should 
be stressed that we are not giving a new proof of the decidability of the DOL 
sequence equivalence problem. When proving that our algorithm terminates we 
are using the crucial property of DOL systems, nanle!y that every two sequence 
equivalent DOL systems have so called bounded balailce. This property has been 
shown for normal systems in [3] and extended to all DOL systems in [SJ. 
2, Preliminaries 
We use some elementary notions of formal language theory, we refer the reader 
to [7]. In the last section the theory of dominoes is applied to testing of the DOL 
sequence equivalence. We will refnind you of the notions from [3] which we use, 
see also 161. 
DUL system is a construct G = (2, h, w) where ;C is a finite alphabet, h a morphism 
6* +C* and w in C*, System G generates thle language L(G) = {h”(w) 1 it 2 0). 
Two DOL systems G = (C, g, U) and G’ = (X, h, v>l are sequence equivakw if g ‘l(u) = 
h”(v) for all n 30. 
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Let g and h be morphisms on C”. The balance of a string w in 2% is denoted 
by B(w) and defined by 
where 1~11 denotes the length of string X. 
We say that a pair of DOL systems G = (2, g, u) and G’ = (2, h, v) has bounded 
balance if there is C > 0 such that IB( w)l s C for all prefixes w of all strings in L(G). 
3. Basics on dominoes 
Let S be a set with a binary associative operation ‘3 and A a subset of S. The 
semigroup, the monoid and the semigroup with zero generated by .A with the 
operation 0 are denoted by S,(A), $, (A) and St (A), respectively. The corresponding 
semigroups with defining relations RI, R2, . . O ,, Rk are denoted by 
&(A; RI,. . . , Rk),Si(A; RI,. . . , Rk)andSt(A; RI,. . . , R&Inthecasethesemi- 
group operation is concatenation of elements we omit the operation index from 
the corresponding notations. 
For an alphabet C we define the quotient alphabet Z;r as the set 
of abstract symbols. As a convention we Ahall write a/l as a whenever a is an 
element of 2. 
Let a, b and c vary over C u (1) and defiine two generating relations E and I as 
follows: 
Lemma 1. S’(& ; E, I) is a group, with identity element 1, and the inverse element 
of a/b being b/a. 
Proof. We shall only verify that (a/b)-’ = b/a, the rest of the claim being obvious. 
We have 
a b a b (~3 1 b 
1 =-.a.l.- ;.;= .;.; b 
a 
(E) 1 1 (E) 1 a = -. 
b a’; 
= -.-. ‘b bab 
(I) 1 (E) b (I) =-. 
b ‘=b=” 
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Henceforth we shall write b/a also as (a/b)-’ and ((a/b)-‘)-’ as a/b also when 
these are considered to be elements of the monoid S’(&). Thus a symbol l/a of 
& wl!“, be written as a-‘. However, it should be remembered that this is only a 
conventional notation for elements of S’(P). 
Example. A word 
1 1 1 b 
X =a .b.-.-.-.- 
a b c a 
may be rewritten as 




where R denotes the mirror image of a word, i.e. R is the anti-isomorphism defined 
by (xY)~ = yRxR, and xWR is a notation for (x-‘)R. The word x is reduced in S’(&), 
but in S’(&; E, I) we would have 
b 
X =c -l,- 
a’ 
The rest of the paper will be devoted to special kinds of elements in S’(&), 
which we call dominoes. 
A word x in S’(&) is called a domino if it has a presentation 
X =x1 'y ‘X2, (1) 
where xl and x2 are in S’(X)u S1(E’) and y = 1 in S’(&; I), Here X1 denotes 
the set {a-‘: a E 2). The presentation (1) is canonical if x1 is of maximal length in 
S’(Z) u S’(X’) as a prefix of x. The words x1 = I(x), y = m(x) and x2 = r(x) are 
the left, middle and right parts of x, respectively. 
As an example let us consider a word 
a -1 x= .b-‘.E.~.b,b.a, (2) a b 
By the definition x is a domino, since I(X) =a-‘&-’ is in S’(Z-‘), m(x) = 
(ala) 9 Wb) is reducable to the identity by the generating relation I9 and r(x) = bba 
is in S’(Z). Furthermore (2) is a canonical presentation of x; in fact the only 
presentation. The domino x may be illustrated graphically as follows: 
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The concept of a canonical presentation comes into use when in (1) wle have 
y - 1 (in S’(&)) and both x1 and x2 belong to the same semigroup S(C) or S(C ‘). 
Clearly, each domino has a unique canonical presentation. 
Let Ds denote the set of dominoes in Sl(&). The set Ds is not a submonoid of 
S’(&). To see this let us consider dominoes x = a l a-l and z = a. Their concatena- 
tionx*z=a*a-’ l a is not a domino and thus Dr: is not closed under catenati,on 
of elements. However, 
Lemma 2. Ds generates S’(&; El. 
Proof. The claim follows from the observation that by the relation E each word 
in S’(&) can be reduced to a domino. 
Now we shah define some technical terms for dominoes to be used later on. 
Let h, and hl be two morphisms from S’(&) into S’(C) such that if a/b is in & 
then 
h, i = a and h1(9 = b. 
0 
The words h,(x) and hi(x) are called the upper and the lower components of the 
domino X, respectively. 
The balance of a domino x is an integer 
B(x) = maxW)l, IWII 
(where I WI denotes the length of the word w). A domino x is said to be fine if it 
is reducable in S1(&; I) and x is p-fine if p l B(x) d Im (x)1, where p is a ratio<ral 
number. Furthermore x is called a B-domino, if it is B-fine and B(x) s B. 
Exampb Let 
b b a a 
x =a .b.a .-.-.-.-_ 
b b a a 
The upper component of x is the word 
h,(x) = ababbaa. 
and the lower component of x is 
h,(x) = bbaa. 
The balance of x is equal to 3 (B(X) = max(3,O)) and x is a fine domino, since it 
can be reduced by using the generating relations I. 
The following lemmas are simplle consequences of the definitions above. 
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Lemma 3. A domino x is fine iff m(x) # 1. 
Lemnia4. rfx = 1 in S’(&;I), then B(x)=O. 
If a domino x satisfies the conclusion, B(x) = 0, of the previous lemma we shall 
say that x is an equal domino. Thus an equal domino has empty left and right parts, 
and hence x = m(x). By this observation we derive 
Lemma 5, Let x be an equal domino, Then x is a B-domino for each B in Q+. As 
a special case of this we have that x is p-fine domino for all ,rationai numbers p. 
‘Dominoes x and y are calied shiftable with respect to each other, x - y, if x = y 
in S’(&; E). The shift of dominoes x and y such that x - y, is the integer 
IWI + NY >I, if l(x) E S’(X), l(y) E S’(P), 
s(x, y) = siy, 2) = 
Ill(x)/ - Jl(y)ll, if l(x), l(y) e S’(E) 
or l(x), l(y) E S’(Z’). 
Ir, case x and y are shiftable we also say that y is a shift of x. 
Lemma 6. (i) The relation - IS a congruence relation among dominoes. 
(ii) x - y iff h,(x) = h,(y) and ht(x) = ht(y). 
(iii) s(x, y) = 0 iflx = y. 
The following lemma is frequently used in Section 5. Its proof follows closely 
the *shifting argument’ as given in [2]. 
Lemma 7. If x - y and s (x, y ) > 0, then x is of the form 
where p is an equal donino, & a postfix of p, cyl = l(x), cy2 = r(x) and IPI =G s(x, y)* 
Furthermore we have 
where [c] denotes the greatest integer s c. 
(2) 
Proof. If s(x, y) 2 Irnr x)1, then the claim follows immediately because in (2) we 
have only that k 2 1. Assume now that s(x, y)C Im(x)l. 
Let us consider the middle part of the domino x, i.e. the equal domino m(x). 
Because s(x, y) > 0 this middle part will be also shifted by the amount s(x, y) in 
the domino y. Thus we have the situation in y : 
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-_- -w--w.--- 
where z = h&z(~)) = hl(m(~)), and hence 
212 = 222 (3) 
for a prefix 21 of z and for a postfix ~2 of z each of length S(X, y). Thus by (3) z 
can be written in the form 
z = Z@z$ 
for a postfix zo of z2 and some integer k. By choosing p to be the domino with 
h,(P) = h@) = z2 and & to be the domino with h,(&) = /z&31) = zo, the result (1) 
follows. The inequality (2) is an immediate corollary of (1) and the fact that 
IPl=(x, Yb 
A domino x of the form (1) will be called periodic. 
A domino x is called standard if there is no other domino y such that x - y and 
either 
(i) NY >I < Iwl or 
(ii) (z(y)1 = IZ<x)l and Z(y) E S’(E). 
Thus we require that the left part of a standard domino is of minimal length and 
if there are two such dominoes then we are to take the one which has the left part 
in S’(E). As an example let us consider a domino 
x =a -1 
+-’ b a a b b .b.a’a.b.b’ 
This is not a standard domino, since 
a b b 
fulfils the condition (ii) in the definition of a standard domino, and x - y. 
In order to operate with dominoes we now introduce binary operations for 
dominoes. We say that a domino z is a matching of dominoes x and y if z = xy 
in S’(& ; E). We immediately derive from this definition that z is a matching of x 
and y if and only if h,(z) = h,(x) l h,(y) and hi(z) = hr(x) l hr(y). 
A matching is called standard if it is a standard domino. From this definition we 
conclude the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. Each pair of dominoes (x, y) has a unique standard matching, which is 
denoted by x*y. The dominoes form a semigroup, S,(&), with this operation. 
We note that S,(Ds) does not contain any identity element. The empty word 
serves as a centre element for the semigroup: 1 * x =x * 1 for each domino X. 
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Howe’ver, if x is noi a standard domino, then x # 1 * X. But WC have the relation 
.X - 1 * x for all dominoes x and thus the following lemma. 
Lemmor 9, The set of standard dominoes, DS k, is a monoi’d with the operation *:. 
This monoid is isomorphic to the monoid Si(D&f -, the frzctor monoid of Si(Ds) 
modulo the congruence -. 
The operation of standard matching does not preserve ttae structures of the 
component dominoes because of the possible shiftings made. We shall define now 
a new operation which preserves the structures more faithfully. 
A matching z of dominoes x and y is called faithful if Z(z) =: Z(X) and r(z) = r(y), 
i.e. if the left part of ;Y and the right part of y remain the salme in the matching. 
We immediately note that there are dominoes, which have no faithful matchings. 
One such example is: x = a(a/a), y = a(b/b)a. 
Lemlma 10. (i) lf the faithful matching of x and y is defined. then it is unique and 
is denoted by x x y. 
(ii') x x y is defined iff r(x)R = l(y)-‘. 
Proof. The lemma follows from the conditions l(z) = Z(X) and r(z) = r(y), since 
these guarantee that no shifting car, occur when dominoes are matched faithfully. 
The operation of faithful matching is cancellable, i.e. if x x y = x x z or y x x = 
z x X, then y =- z when these matchings are defined. The 
matching does not have this property, but we have a weaker 
and y * x = z * x both imply that y - z. The relationship 
faithful matchings is given below. 
Lemma 11. For each K and y there are dominoes x1 and :1’1 
andx*yz x1 x yl, whenever 
I&x * y)i s min{lh,(x)l, IhAx )I} 
and 
ir(x * r)i s min{lh,(y)l, lhAy)lI. 
operation of standard 
condition: x * y = x * z 
between standard and 
such thatx-xl,y--yl 
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We shall now define a new operation 0 in order to have faithful matchings 
everywhere defined. Let 0 be a new symbol and let 
xOy= 
x XY, if defined, 
0, otherwise. 
With this new operation the dominoes form a semigroup with a zero element, 0. 
This semigroup, denoted by Si (&), is not a monoid as is seen from the conditions 
for faithful matchings. 
Lemma 12. If 10 x # 0, then x has left part equal to 1. 
Fccrthermore if 10 x 0 1 # 0, then x is an equal domino. 
We shall now define and study the concept of domino equivalence, which will 
be an important ool in Section 5. 
Dominoes x and y are equivalent,’ x = y, if I(X) = I(y) and r(x) = r(y), i.e. if their 
left and right parts are equal words, respectively. The next lemma is a direct 
corollary to this and previous definitions. 
Lemma 13. (i) The relation = is an equivalence relation in Dx. 
(ii) The relation = is a congruence relation in SE(Dz). 
(iii) x = 1 iff x is an equal domino. 
(iv) If z and y are nonfine and x = y, then x = y. 
4. Domino languages 
We shall now study some decidability problems for families of sets of dominoes. 
Let F = (Ai: i E J) be a set of domino sets indexed over J such that each of the 
elements Ai is a subset of Ds for a fixed alphabet C. 
The equality problem for F is the following decidability problem: Is it decidable 
if A = (1) in S’(& ; I) for elements A of F, i.e. is it decidable whether or not a 
domino set A in F consists of equal dominoes only? 
The unity problem for F is stated as: Is it decidable if A n (1) is nonempty in 
S’(&; I) for elements A of F? This problem may be restated in the form: Is it 
decidable whether or not a domino set A in F contains an equal domino? 
The finiteness problem f6r F asks if it is decidable whether or not an element A 
of F is finite? 
Our first result deals with families F the elements of which are finite sets of 
dominoes. Since the claim of the theorem is obvious we shall omit the proof. 
Theolrerar 5. The equality, unity and finiteness problems are decidable for families 
F consisting of finite sets of dominoes. 
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A more interesting case arises when we allow the elements of F to be infinite. 
In the next theorem we let the domino sets vary through the semigroups S,(A) 
and S:(A), where A is a finite set of generataTs. 
m-rem 2, Let F = {Ai: i E J} be the family of finite domino sets. Then the following 
hold true: 
(i) ?%e equality and finiteness problems are decidable for 
I;; ={S%(Ai): ic J) and Fz=(S*(Ai): iE J). 
(ii) The unity problem is undecidable for Fg but decidable for Fl. 
Pmof, (i) The semigroups Sg (A) and S,(A) consist of equal dominoes if and only 
if the set A consists of equal dominoes. The latter case is clearly decidable since 
A is a finite set. Thus the equality problem is decidable for both Fl and Fz. 
For the finiteness problem let us first consider the family Fg. If A = (11, then we 
shall have also S,(A) = (1). On the other hand suppose A has a nonempty word X. 
In this case S,(A) contains the dominoes 
where the product has k factors X, for each k 2 1. By the definition of standard 
matching the lene;th sequence {IX kI}“_ k - 1 must tend to infinity. Hence S,(A) is infinite 
if and only if A is nonempty and different from (1). 
For the finiteness conditions for S:(A) let us assume that #A = k, i.e. the 
cardinality of A equals k. If k = 0, then S:(A) is finite. Suppose that k 2 1, and 
that SE(A) contains a word x such that 
;i =x1 xX2x’ l * xxk+l, XiEA. (1) 
Since there are more factors in (1) than the cardinality of A two of these factors 
must be equal, say xi and X~ Then 
x =x1x** ‘XXiX(Xi+lXe ’ l XXj)XXj+lX* l 'XXk+l 
and by the definition of faithful matching we have that l(-Xi+l)R = r(xi)-‘. NOW Xi = Xi 
and thus the subword xi+1 x l l l x xj may be repeated indefinitely, i.e. the words 
Xi*1 X ’ l 'XXj,Xi+lX*' l l XxjXxi+lX* * l Xxj,' l l 
are all different from 0. Thus the condition (1) implies that Sg (A) is infinite. On 
the other hand if there are no words x satisfying the condition (1), then Sk(A) is 
finite. Therefor- +, the finiteness problem is decidable for Fl, too. 
(ii) The proof of the decidability of the unity problem for Fl follows closely the 
above argumentation for finiteness and is omitted here. 
In order to pr~e that the unity problem is undecidable for FI, we shall consider 
instances of the Post correspondence problem, PCP in short, Let 
(al, cf2, l . l 9 ak; PI, p2, l l l r Pk) (2) 
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be an instance oi the PCP. Define a finite set A of dominoes by setting an element 
Xi = Cyi * PfR, 
1 
into A for each i = 1,2,. . . , k. By this construction it immediately follows that 
S,(A) contains an equal domino x = xi,xi, . . . xi, if and only if iliz . . . i,, is a solution 
to the problem (2). Because the PCP is an undecidable problem so must the unity 
problem for Fz. 
From the proof of the previous theorem we already see that the semigroups 
S:(A) possess some regularity properties. We shall formalize this in the following 
way. 
Theorem 3. Let A be Q finite set of dominoes and p an isomorphism from a& alphabet 
A onto the set A. Then the set 
B, = {w 1 w E S(A), p(W) E S%A)\{O)) 
is a regular set. 
Proof. Let A =(x1, x2,. . . , xk} and A = {bl, 62,. . . , bk). We shall design a right 
linear grammar for Bp. This grammar has starting letter S, nonterminals 
Yl, y2, * l l 9 Yk, and productions: 
S+ Yi (i = 1,2,. . . , fl). 
Yi+ b,Yi 
for each i and j in {1,2,. . . , n} such that xi and x, are faithfully matchable, and 
Yi+bi (i=1,2 ,..., n). 
From this construction the claim follows immediafiely. 
A direct corollary to this result states that the upper and lower components of 
dominoes in St(A) have regularity properties. 
Corollary 4. Let A be a finite set of dominoes. Then h,(Sg(A)) and h#Fl(A)) are 
regular sets. 
The above considerations can be generahzed to wider classes of dominoes. Let 
A be an alphabet and 4 a morphism from SBA) into S,(&). For a subset L of S(d) 
we define the set 4(L) to be a domino Language of L defined by 4. Similarly a 
faithful domino language of L defined by a morphism Ij/: S(A) + Sk(&) is the set 
$(L) of dominoes. 
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Theorem 5. If A is a subset elf 
domino language (of some Lj. 
a finitely generated semigroup S,(Al), then A is a 
proof, First of all we note that &(A *) is a domino language of S(A) defined by an 
isomorpnism 4 : A a A 1 u Now A is a domino language of L defined by 4, where L 
is a set 
L=(blb2- b, 1 bi E A, (6(blb2 l 8 l b,) E A}. 
In quite the same way we can prove 
Theorem 6, If A is a subset of a fkzitely gencrated semigroup Sg (AI), then A is a 
faithful domino language (of some Lj. 
By these two theorems we may consider domino languages and faithful domino 
languages instead of sets of dominoes. 
Next we shall reduce the domino problems (equality and unity) to problems 
concerning ordinary formal languages. 
A morphic equality problem for a language L is the problem: Given two morphisms 
h and g do they coincide on L, i.e. does h(w) = g(w) hold true for each w in L? 
Theorem 7. The morphic equality problem for L is equivalent to the equality problem 
for domino languages of L. 
Proof. Let L be a subset of S’(A) and h, g NO morphisms from S’(A) into S’(Z). 
Define a morphism Iq : S’(X) into S’ <Xq) by setting I,(a) = a/l and let 
4(w) = 4$(w) * (&g(w))--’ 
be a morphism from S(A) into S,(DL_). Then by the definition of C#I we have that 
h(w) = g(w) if and only if 4(w) is an equal domino. 
On the other hand let 4 be given for L. We shall now define two morphisms h 
and g by 
h(w) = h&(w) and g(w) = h&tif). 
NOW h(w) = g(w) if and only if 4(w) is an equal domino. 
5. DOLs and dominoes 
In this section we apphy dominoes to the DOL sequence equivalence problem in 
order to obtain for it a simple new algorithm. 
Given two morphisms h and g on an alphabet Z: and a word w. in S’(X), we 
ask whether h “4 WCI) = gn ( WO) for all integers n = 0, 1,2, . . . . This problem can be 
restated using the following lemma. 
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Lemma 14. h”(wo) = g”(wo) for all n if and only if hn+‘(wg) = gh”(w,) for all n. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Hence, by Theorem 7 the DOL sequence equivalence problem is equivalent to 
the equality problem for a domino language of L = {h”( wO): n a 0) defined by a 
morphism 4 such that 
We shall now fix the morphisms h and g as well as the starting string wo. We 
begin our considerations with some definitions. 
Let x1 be a given domino. Then x1 will result in a sequence of new dominoes 
x2, x3, l l ’ defined by iterative using of the morphisms h and g. Suppose that 
h,(xI) = w1 and hl(xl) = ~2. At the first step x1 results a domino 
R 
x2 = h(w) * (g(w))- . 
In general we have 
xi+1 = h(h,(xi)) * (g(h,(xi))-R, 
which can be written as 
We shall say that a domino x is repetitive modulo t (t > 1) if x = y for some y 
such that y - 4h’h,(x). Furthermore x is a (a, t)-domino if it is a &domino and 
is repetitive modulo t. 
In the following lemmas we study the properties of (B, Q-dominoes in the 
framework of the system (h, g, wo). 
Lemma 15. Suppose x1 and x2 are (B, t)-dominoes such that x1 -x2. Then either 
x1 = x2 or x is repetitive module t whenever x - x1. 
Proof. Assume that x1 f x2 in which case s(x1, x2) # 0 and s(x1, x2) =G 2 * B. Let xi,r 
be a domino such that xi,, - #h ‘kJxi) for i = 1,2. Since x1 -x2 we have also that 
x1.t - x2,t. Moreover, xi Gxi,t implies that s(xl,r, x2,r) = s(x1, x2), where i = 1,2. 
By Lemma 6 the following hold 
x1 = wPkP1a2, (1) 
x1,, = dm2~2 (2) 
for some equal domino p, fir and p2 being prefixes of p, k 3 [~lm(x#B(xl)], and 
oyl = 1(x1), a(2 = r(x1). Here the period /3 may be assumed to be of minimal length. 
Claim. & = p2. 
Assume the contrary, i.e. pr # /32. 
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The dominoes xi and xi,r t i = 1,2) can be written as 
Xi-cl1 * Zi *(Y2 aad xi,, - cyl * ZiJ * (Y:t. 
Ttte elyu ivalences Xi ~5 Xi,, imply that also zi s Zi,t for i = I, 2. NOW the dominoes z 1 
and zr ,I look like 
The dominoe:; z2 and ~2,~ are equivalent and thus their right parts are equal to 
each other. Because of x: -x2 and Q,~ - ~2,~ this may happen only if the upper 
component of x1 is shifted some p blocks to the right or to the left. Thes,e two 
shifting directions are clearly symmetrical when we consider the dominoes zi and 
zi,, and thus the same proof applies to both of them. 
This shifting and the equivalents z2 = ~2,~ impi’y that 
r(zx) = U~U’U~ =u&u2 = r(zt,,), 
where u = h,(p), u a 0, ui = h,,(pi) for i = 1,2, and 
(3) 
u = UtU3 = u2u4. (4) 
- 




By assumption PI # [I2 we have that u1 # ~42. and thus also u3 f ~4. Let us suppose 
that lu21 > lul I. The reverse case is clearly symmetrical. We have 
u2= VIUI, u3 = UJVl (5) 
for some norxmpty word vl. In all we obtain from (4) and (5) that 
U = u1u4v1== VlUlU4. O-9 
Here ulu4 and ul are nonempty words which commute in u. Thus u is a periodic 
word of the form u” form some k a 2. Hence the domino fl = u * CR would be 
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periodic contradicting our assumption of the minimality of IpI in (1). The proof of 
the claim is completed by this contradiction,. 
The claim now implies that x1 and x l,t are always shiftable by the same amount 
because in the equations (1) and (2) we have that & = &. The resu,lts of these 
shiftings remain equivalent, and thus the lemma follows. 
Lemma 16. Let x1 x y1 x z1 be a faithful matching of (B, t)-dominoes xl, y1 and ~1~ 
Suppose x2 x y2 x z2 is a matching of (B, &dominoes x2 -xl and ~2 - 21, ans! a 
B-domino y2 - yl. Then y2 is a (B, t)-domino. 
Proof. Suppose that y2 # yl in which case also x1 # x2 and z1 # ~2. Now the dom%oes 
x1 x y1 x z1 and x2 x y2 x z2 are shiftable with respect to each other and thus 
Xl x y1 x Zl = dh@&Y2, (1) 
Xl = CwlSlci 
kl i52a2, (2) 
y1 = Pl~3~k2~~2, (3) 
z1= YlJwk3&Y2, (4) 
where 6 is a minimal period and 62 x (CY~Z * PI) x 83 = a”‘, (& * yl) x 84 - S”* for some 
integers ~1 and 2~2. Note that cy2 = PyR and & = y;“. 
The dominoes x1 and x2 are both (B, t)-dominoes such that x1 - x2. By the proof 
of Lemma 15 we obtain that 
X1.t = a1s~sc1s2cY2, (5) 
for some integer rl (Here x1 = xl,r modulo t). The same argument applies to zl,, = z1 
Zl,t = YlW3&Y2, 0%) 
for some integer r3. 
Moreover yl= yl,, and the domino ~1,~ is now sandwiched between xl,, and zl,, 
in the domino xl,t x yl,, x zl,,. This condition with the periodicity property in (1) 
implies that 
y1.r = &~3~r2p2 (7) 
for some integer r2. By (3) and (7) the result follows. 
We shall call a B-domino x unique (with respect to B and t) if x has exactly one 
shifting y such that y is a (B, t)-domino. By Lemma 15 if x is not unique, then it 
has either no shiftings, which are (B, t)-dominoes or all its shiftings which are 
B-dominoes are also (B, t)-dominoes. 
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With this terminoiogy Lemma 16 can be reformulated as follows: 
kmma 1% Le; x = xl x yl x zl be a faithful matching of (B, t)-dominoes x1, yl and 
f 9 where rl and’ ~91 are nonunique. If x has a proper shift x2 x y2 x 22, where x2, y2 
ggd z2 arcs B-domkoes, then y1 is nonunique. 
In orde!r to simplify the conditions for the equality problem we shall now introduce 
a stronger version of the equivalence relation for dominoes. The dominoes x and 
y are B-equivalent, x =B y if they are equivalent and m(X), m(y) have common 





--- Xl I 
I 
.Fi--_ 
Clearly, B-equivalence implies equivalence. Analogously, we call a domino x 
strongly repetitive modulo t 2 1 if x zB y for some y such that y - 4h ‘h, (x). Moreover 
x is a strong (B, t)-domino if it is a B-domino and is strongly repetitive modulo t. 
We now prove that a faithful matching of unique strong dominoes is unique. 
Lewnma 18. Let x1 x y1 be a faithfur matching of unique strong (B, t)-dominoes x1 
and yl. If y = x2 x y2 is a (B, t)-domino, where x2-x1 and y2 - yl are B-dominoes, 
then x = y. 
Proof. Suppose dhat x # y. Let x1, yt, xl,t and ~1,~ be the corresponding repetitions 
mod t of x, y, x1 and yl. We shall write yt = ~2,~ x y~,~, where ~1,~ -xz,~ and yl., - ~2,~. 
From the assumption x # y and from the uniqueness of XI and yl we conclude 
that x274 x~,~ and y2f y2+ This means that r(x2) f r(x&. However, /(x2) = ~(xz,~) 
since y = yr and thus Ir(x2)[ = Ir(x&/. 
The dominoes x and y are shiftable and hence periodic with a minimal period 
p. This holds also for xI and yr since the shift must be the same for both of these 
pairs and because of the equivalences x = xt and y = y, the minimal period is /3 for 
aI1 of these four dominoes. 
Now x1 will be of the form 
Xl = WPlPk~2 
and x1,, of the form 
Xl,f = cYlS1SkcY2, 
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for some 8, which is a cyclic conjugate of p, i.e. p = &/33 and S = p& for some 
/32 and &. But since we assumed that x1 is strongly repetitive, we must have that 
/3 = 6. By the same reason we have also that p1 = 61. These conditions would imply 
that x2 is a (B, t)-domino by the proof of Lemma 15. This contradicts the uniqueness 
assumption for ~1. Wence x2 = x1 and in all x “- y. 
In the next lemma we consider sequences of matchable dominoes. 
Lemma 19. Let x=x0Xx1X* l l Xxk be a faithful matching of B-dominoes 
x0, Xl, l ’ l 9 xk such that x0 is a (B, t)-domino and 
each pair (xi, xi+l) has a matching Zi = yi X ui, where yi and ui are 
strong (B, t)-dominoes and yi - xi, ui - xi+ 1 for each i = 
091 ,...,k-1. (1) 
Then either all of the dominoes xi are (B, t)-dominoes or there is an integer j such 
that x0, x1,. . . , xi-1 are (B, t)-domincjes and xi, . . . , xk are unique, but not (B, t)- 
dominoes. 
Proof. Assume that not all of the dominoes xi, i= 1,2. . . . , k, are (B, t)-dominoes 
and let xi be the first domino in x which is not a (B, tj-domino. Then j > 1 and xi 
must be unique by Lemma 15. The domino xi- 1 is nonunique because it is a 
(B, t)-domino and can be shifted to another (B, t)-domino by Condition (1) and by 
the fact that xj is a unique domino in a wrong position, i.e. Xj Z u/-l. 
Suppose now that xj+r is a (B, t)-domino for some minimal ra?.. Then ~i+~ is 
nonunique by the same arguments as for xi.-1. Thus the dominoes Xi, . . . , Xi+ r- 1 are 
all unique but not (B, t)-dominoes. Let 
y=Yj x yj+l x.. . x yj+r-- 1 
be a domino obtained from Condition (1). Here yi+i is a unique strong (B, t)-domino 
for each i = 0, 1, . . . , r - 1. By Condition (1) also xi-1 and Xj+r may be shiftably 
matched to y yielding a domino 
Yj_1 X yj X l l ’ X yj+r--1 ’ &+-t-l (2) 
all the factors of which are strong (B, t)-dominoes. 
Applying Lemma 18 to the domino y we obtain that y is a unique domino itself. 
But from (2) we have a domino z = yi-1 x y x uj+,-l, where J”j-1 and z++~-I are 
nonunique. Furthermore, the domino z is properly shiftable to the domino xi- I X Xi X 
l l . x Xj+r and thus y must be nonunique by Lemma 17. This contradicts our previous 
result for the uniqueness of y. In all the counter assumption .Fails and hence the 
claim follows. 
Wow, we shall construct the necessary and sufficient conditions for a solution to 
the domino equality problem. 
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Let US denote the DOL language (h”( wO): n 3 0) by L. We defke the set o:F 
adjacent symbols in L as 
Init(L,l= {w: W_J ww2 E; L for some w1 and ~2). 
Furthermore, two words wi and w2 are said to be adjacr;nt in.L if wr w2 is in Init( 
Dominoes x=@?(wr) and y=&zn(w2) are adjacenir in 4(L) if wr and w2 are 
adjacent in L. 
Let A be a set of dominoes and B, n positive integers. The set A is called a base 
w.r.t. B and n (i.e., with respect o B and n), if A consists of dominoes x such 
that either (1) 
# =&h”(a) and Ix/&S” 
for a letter a in C, or 
x =4&“(w) and B24~(s2* B’ 
for a word w in Init( or (2) 
91=X1 xX2xX3, 
where x2 is from the case (1) and xi - 4h”(wiJ, lxil< B2 such that wi is in Init 
for i = 1,3. 
Thus a base (w.r.t. B and n) consists of dominoes of the form #h”(w) which are 
sufficiently large with respect o B. A base is always a finite set. 
We shall now state the necessary and sufficient conditions for a domino language 
4(L) to be a set of equal dominoes. 
Condition 1. There are positive integers B, n and t, and a base A of #(L) w.r.t. 
R and n such that 
(1.1) If elements x and y of A are adjacent in 4(L), then they have faithfully 
matchable (B, t)-dominoes xi and yr as shifts. Furthermore, if ~1,~ -&Z’(X), yr,, - 
&z’(y) an,d xler =x1, ~1,~ = y, then the factors of xllr and yl,, from A are B-dominoes. 
(1.2) If x is in A and begins (ends, resp.) a word in 4(L) then x has a (B, t)-domino 
xl as 3 shift such that If( = 0 (Ir(xJ = 0, resp.). 
(1.3) &z ‘( wg) is an equal domino for n 6 j c vz + t, the factors (in A) of which are 
B-dominoes. 
The next lemma shows that this condition is sufficient o guarantee that @z’( wg) 
is equal for each j 2 0. 
Lemma 20. Condition 1 impli(es that &hi(wo) is an equal domino for all j 2 0. 
Proof. From Condition 1.3 we know that 4h’(wo) is an equal domino for j s n -I t. 
Let us consider the [equal domino 4h”“(wo). We have that 
bh4+1(w0)=x0.KX1X*. l xxr (1) 
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for some: B-dominoes xi in A by assumption. Moreover the domino x0 is a (B, r)- 
domino by Condition 1.2. Hence by Lemma 19 either all the dominoes x1 are 
(B, t)-dominoes (for i =O, 1, . . . , r) or there is an integer j such that xi,. . . , xr are 
unique dominoes, which are not (B, t)-dominoes. The second case does not hold 
true since by Condition 1.2 the domino X, has a shift, which is a (B, t)-domino with 
right part equal to the empty word, but :rr itself has Ir(x,)l = 0 and thus it must be 
a (B, $)-domino. 
From this reasoning we conclude that: the dominoes x0, x1, . . . 9 xr are (B, t)- 
dominoes. This implies that &h n+r+l(~o)=@z”+a(wo) and thus (~/z”~‘+$v~) is an 
equal domino. By Condition 1.1. the equal domino &z”+‘+‘( wo) is expressible as 
a faithful matching of B-dominoes from A. 
By proceeding inductively we obtain the result of the lemma, 
The necessity of Condition 1 follows from the crucial property of DOL systems, 
namely that every two equivalent DOL systems have a bounded balance. This 
property has been shown in [3] for ‘normal’ DOL systems as essential step in proving 
the decidability of the DOL sequence equivalence problem. It has been extended 
to all DOL systems in [5]. 
Lemma 21. If 4h’( wo) is an equal domino for each j 2 0, then Condition 1 holds. 
Proof. Let us suppose that L = (h’(wo)r j 2 0) is infinite. Otherwise the claim is 
trivial. 
The dominoes #h’( wo) are equal dominoes for all j 2 0 if and only if h ‘+I( WO) = 
gh’( wo) holds for all j 2 0 . In particular this implies that if 4(L) = {4h’( wa): j 2 0) 
is a set of equal dominoes then h and g have a bounded balance, i.e. 
Ilh(w)l - k(w)lt s B 
for all words w, which are prefixes of words in L. 
Let a be a letter in X and consider a word 
h’(wo) = wlawz, (1) 
where j 2 0 and wl, w2 are words in Init( Applying the morphism h repetitively 
we obtain 
hj+k(wo) = hk(wl)hk(a)hk(w2) 
and 
4h’+k(wo) = & x zk x ok 
for k 2 0, where & = 4h k ( WI), zk - dh k (a) and vk - 4h k ( w2) are all dominoes with 
balance at most B. 
The infinite sequence {zi} produced by an occurrence of a, in (11, contains only 
dominoes which have balance bounded by B. Thus in this sequence there are only 
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finitely many equivalence classes with respect to the relation of equivalence of 
dominoes. Furthermore, each of the dominoes Zi+l, i = I-2,. . . , is produced fro:m 
z, by using the morphisms h and g. This means that the equivalent dominoes in 
the sequence (zi} occur periodically, i.e. there are integers and Y such that zi = Zi+r 
whenever i 2 s. 
Different occurrences of a may produce different sequences, but since the 
elements of each of these sequences have balance bounded by B, there are only a 
finite number of differnt ones. Thus we may select integers n, and ta such that 
every sequence (fi} produced by a is periodic, that is 
whenever i 2 n,,. 
Let no = max{n, : a E Z} and to = [la: a E X], the least common multiple of the 
integers ta, a E 2. By this c’hoice if {pi} is a sequen.ce produced by some occurrence 
of a letter then 
Pi c Pi+, (2) 
for all i 3 no. 
Let nla no ble au; integer such that either Ih”‘fi(a)l 2 I?* for each i 2 0 or the set 
(h’(a): j20) is finite, where a runs through the letters of the alphabet C. Further- 
more, let A0 be a base w.r.t. B and nl for &(I), 
The elements of A* are all B-dominoes and each of them has a shift, which is 
a (B, t&domino by the above arguments. Now we shall repeat he above consider- 
ations for elements of AD to obtain the result. 
Claim. There are integers n and t such that if an occurrence of an clement in A0 
praduces an infinite sequence {pi), then 
pi =B pii-t, 
whenever i 2 n. 
Since the proof of this fact follows closely the proof of (2) we omit it here. 
The lemma follows immediately from this claim when we select A as a base 
w.r.t. B and n for 4j(L). 
We remind here that L is a DOL language of the form {h”( ~0): n a 0} and that 
the morphism C$ is defined using the given morphisms h and g as indicated in the 
beginning of the chapter. For clarity we shall write also C$ as c&,~ in order to specify 
the morphisms h and g which define 4. 
From the previous two lemmas we deduce 
Theorem 8. Condition I holds for the domino language &JL) if and only if &JL) 
is a set o/f equal dominoes. 
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A direct corollary to this theorem states 
Corollary 9. Let L1 = (h n (~0): n a 0) and L2 = {g, two): n 2 0) be two DOL !gnguages. 
Condition 1, holds for the domino language &,,JLl) if arad only if g” (wg) = h” ( wo) 
for all lil2 0. 
Thus Condition 1 provides a necessarv and sufficient condition for two DOL 
sequences to be equal. 
By Corollary 9 an algorithrn for testing Condition 1 will be also an algorithm 
for the DOL sequence equivalence problem. We shall now proceed to give such an 
algorithm for Condition 1. 
Let G1 = (C, h, wg) and G2 = (2, g, wg) be two DOL systems and let 
X=(al, a2,. . . , a,). 
We shall denote by 2’ the set of all letters of 2 such that the morphism h is growing 
on these, i.e. 
Z’={a: a EC and {Ih”(a)l: n =O, 1,. . .} 
is an infinite set). 
The algorithm advances in stages 11, the initial stage being n = I. 
Algorithm for testing Csndition 1. 
Stage n. 
(i) Let 
B, = max{B(xj: x is a factor of 4h”(wg) of the form 
x - dh”(ai)). 
(ii) Let B hle the maximal integer such that B 2 B, and @h n (ai) 3 B’ for each 
ai in C’. If no such B exists, i.e. if I4h” (ai) <BE, then go to stage n + I. 
(iii) Construct the base A w.r.t. B and n. 
(iv) Evolve the sequences Bn+j, c/jh”“(wo) and 4h”“(u) from i = 1 onwards, for 
each element u of A, until either 
(iv.1) 4h”“( wo) is nonequal in which case Condition 1 is not true, or 
(iv.2) Ba+j > B in which case the procedure will continue to stage n + j, or 
(iv.3) all dominoes u1 and u2 from A which are adjacent in 4(L) have 
faithfully matchable strong (& j)-dominoes as shifts. In this case the 
algorithm stops and Condition 1 is true. 
We are now to prove that the above algorithm is an effective method for testing 
Condition 1. 
Thesrem 10. The above algorithm is a test algorithm for Condition 1. 
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Prmf. Clearly parts (i) and (ii) are effective. Part (iii) is effective since a base is 
always a finite set which can be constructed by first constructing the finite set 
Init&.)=(w: IVES and Iw/GM}, 
where 
M =maX{!h”(@il c i is in 2). 
Ir remains to prove that the part (iv) of the algorithm will be finitely processed 
wing each stage n and that there is a stage n which ends up to cases (iv.1) or (iv.2). 
The first of these claims follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 21 since 
otherwise the condition (iv.1) implies that the dominoes 4h “+‘(wg) are equai for 
all j 3 0, the condition (iv.2) implies that the factors of each &I n+i( wO) have bounded 
balance and these two resulSts would contradict he part (iv.3) and the claim presented 
in the proof of Lemma 2 1. 
If condition 1 does not hold, then there is an integer n such that ~JI” (I+~) is 
nonerlua.1, in which case the algorithm would stop at stage n and would reveal this 
nonequal domino in part (iv.1). 
On the other hand if Condition 1 holds true for 4(L), then eventually a correct 
base is found for 4(L) w.r.t. some B and n. This happens at stage n and the 
algorithm will stop in part (iv.3) when an integer j = t is reached which fulfils the 
requirements of Condition 1. 
The above algorithm serves as an effective procedure for testing DOL sequence 
equivalence problem. 
Theorem 8 has also another direct corollary. 
Corollary 11. Let h and g be two morphisms and L = (h n (~0): II 2 0). If the domino 
langGage t$&L) is a set of equal dominoes, then it is included in a finitely generated 
semigroup S:(A), for some set A of dominoes. 
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